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In the second sweeping Western romance in a series written by a Rita Award-winning author, a
woman risks losing the love of her life by trying to keep her past a secret.

ROMANCES AS ENDURING AS THE AMERICAN WEST!

The magic of ballooning. The wonder of love. Award-winning author Tory Cates sweeps us away to
the open skies of New Mexico with a story that floats into our hearts.

Meredith Tolliver has cast off her old gray life as an investment banker. Enchanted by the warmth and bright
colors of sunny Albuquerque, she’s made a fresh, buoyant future for herself, turning her financial knowledge
and her way with words into a new life as a reporter—far from the wintery secrets that weighted her down in
Chicago.

She’s happy with being single, too . . . until she meets the mysterious tycoon Archer Hanson. The conflicting
rumors about him intrigue her as a reporter. Is he a self-made man? Or did he inherit his father’s millions? Is
he a fair boss? Or is he a ruthless tyrant? But when the handsome Archer takes her for a ride in his hot-air
balloon—the magnificent Cloud Waltzer—it is Meredith’s response as a woman that threatens her hard-won
peace. Dare she respond to Archer’s rugged charm and soar away into the unknown with him?
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From reader reviews:

Michael Wickham:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a
wander, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open or even read a book eligible Cloud Waltzer? Maybe
it is to be best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book, you
can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have different opinion?

Anthony Robin:

Do you one among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This Cloud Waltzer book is readable through you who hate the straight
word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving
even decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer connected with Cloud Waltzer content
conveys the thought easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different by means of it. So , do you still thinking Cloud Waltzer is not loveable to be
your top checklist reading book?

Vera Forde:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you may have it in e-book
approach, more simple and reachable. That Cloud Waltzer can give you a lot of buddies because by you
investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that
probably your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than different make you to be great folks. So , why
hesitate? Let me have Cloud Waltzer.

James Thrasher:

You can find this Cloud Waltzer by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it may to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only through
written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era similar to
now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
own personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself
to make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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